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OPINION

Athletics scrimmage for more funds

Beginning November 10 and 11, the Student Government Association and Student Program Budget and Analysis Committee will have the task of allocating student segregated fees to various organizations here at UWSP. This is not an easy job, especially when organizations are faced with the problems of the present economy and inflation rate and are requesting increases in funding to counter inflation.

One organization in particular, the UWSP Athletic Department, has become concerned about its ability to meet student needs under present funding, and hopes the SGA and SPBAC will be able to fund at an appropriate level so athletics can maintain a quality program for the students.

According to Donald Hoff, Dean of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics, funding has become the main concern of athletics at UWSP. The Athletic Department is part of HPERA. HPERA is funded through the College of Professional Studies and received an initial allocation of $23,000 in fiscal year 1980. Some of this money is used for athletics for non-personnel expenses.

Dean of COPS, Arthur Fritschel, stated that these funds were insufficient to properly run the department and that the burden of funding the Athletic Department will rest on the shoulders of student funding.

"Replacement of equipment has become a major problem," said Fritschel. "We haven't been able to really replace equipment in the last four or five years. We are going to make a drive to try to replace old equipment, just to catch up to the conditions we should have." Much of the equipment that Fritschel was speaking of is not restricted in its use to the Athletic Department. In fact, since the Athletic Department is a part of HPERA, it shares equipment and facilities with HPERA and the Intramurals Department.

According to Hoff, some improvements made to facilities at UWSP have been jointly funded by HPERA, Intramurals and the Athletic Department. Hoff gave examples of new weights, benches and carpeting in the university weight room; an ice machine for the training room; and footballs, volleyballs, etc. that are used by students not involved in intercollegiate athletics. Hoff agreed that student funding of intercollegiate athletics not only affects the Athletic Department but any student who uses any athletic facility at UWSP.

The UWSP Athletic Department was allocated $57,260 for fiscal year 1980 by SPBAC, according to Mary Ann Colman, Student Budget Director. Athletic Director Paul Hartman stated that the department was able to meet the costs of the operating budget only by supplementing the $57,260 with income from fund-raising events.

These fund-raisers are usually run by members of the coaching staff and have become excessive burdens to the already time-consuming work load of the coaching staff, which includes teaching. Associate A.D. Bonnie Gehling stated that UWSP has made a commitment to improving women's sports and has made considerable progress in "catching up" to the level of women's athletics at other Wisconsin universities.

However, Gehling said that without adequate support, the entire athletic program would suffer, not just the women's program.

Sources within the Athletic Department feel that if the department suffers, the entire university suffers, in some way. The Athletic Department is definitely a major source of publicity for the university, but more importantly, its major concern is to provide students with the best program available in intercollegiate athletics. Also, the department is an asset to those students who are interested in fitness and physical activities, not necessarily organized team sports.

The Athletic Department hopes to combine with HPERA and the Intramurals Department, which has been adequately funded according to director Dale Schallert and SGA, to give all students of UWSP a good program of physical education, recreation and athletics, along with those in intercollegiate athletics.
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suggesting that UWSP has Brownlee when he questions settle in the area, so more black students would want to university. Before we can do these small number of blacks UWSP is a damn good school, other features. That may be student there were only 17 think he'd want to come improve the recruiting it so. What did occur, nevertheless, was an acting chancellor had plan, as they put it. Granted, personally, I have nothing from the evening with an impression of 90 percent physical (typical hellefird and brimstone) and 10 percent magic. At least I did when I viewed Mr. Kole at another university. But, the buyer beware. It is too bad that Campus Crusade could not clearly state that when I find the ad completely misleading and unfair as to their qualifications. He ain't here to entertain you, he's here to convert you. Name withheld.

To The Pointer: I would assume by now many of you are asking yourselves and others, "Who is this Andre Kole?" The most important, some of you may be wondering why the man, for the Crusade for Christ, is an interdenominational Christian group bringing in its own outside speakers. Well hopefully this announcement can serve to settle those questions. We don't want to be lying.
Resident Assistant Positions Available For The Spring Semester 1979 - 1980

Applications available at individual hall desks beginning November 5, 1979

Application Deadline: November 26, 1979

Minimum Requirement: 2.25 G.P.A.

It would be advisable to contact the Director or Assistant Director of halls in which you have a particular interest.

Any Questions?: Contact Steve Grider At 346-2828
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**Pointer Policy Statement**

**Regarding Deadlines**

The deadline for display advertising is Thursday at 4:30 p.m. for publication the following Thursday. The deadline for free student classified ads is Monday at 4:30 p.m. for publication that week. No ads will be accepted over the phone. There are no exceptions to the deadlines above.

**Regarding Coverage**

As it is impossible to publish a preview and review of every event and activity that takes place on this campus, the Pointer editors reserve the right to use their own discretion regarding the coverage of campus events. The Pointer editors will make an effort to provide the most complete and comprehensive coverage of student-related events, both on campus and in the community, but organizations and groups are by no means guaranteed Pointer coverage.

Any organizations or groups desiring coverage of a specific event are welcome to attend Pointer staff meetings to discuss the possibility of coverage with one of the Pointer editors. Staff meetings are held every Thursday at 5 p.m. in the Pointer office, 113 Communication Arts Center.
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Dionne Warwick says: "Get your blood into circulation."

Call Red Cross now for a blood donor appointment.
State employee collective bargaining debated

By Greg Polachek

There's no question in my mind that the future is bright," said the Executive Director of the Wisconsin State Employees Union, Tom King, on Tuesday. King spoke at "The Future of Collective Bargaining in the Public Sector," sponsored by the Public Administration and Organization and emphasized that, "With double-digit inflation, public employees are seeing a need to unionize."

King also said there are problems with the State Employee Relations Act, as the law on the right to strike is limited and unclear. "There is no mechanism in the law to peacefully settle negotiations," he emphasized that, "No employee finds a strike a desirable situation," and added, "But they also have a right to seek fair employment standards."

However, another speaker, Bill Malloy from the Milwaukee Division of Labor Relations, took issue with King's statements on the right to strike, saying that the law was clear. "If both parties take offers off the table then a strike is legal," Malloy said. "Any other strike in the State of Wisconsin is not a legal strike."

With the present method, when negotiating parties are at an impasse, a series of fact-finding steps take place and arbitration is called for. Malloy criticized the arbitration process for being a "long-drawn-out period of negations," and he pointed out that the average length of arbitration is 12 months. He also said that bargaining on the national level has some problems as, "Twenty-five percent of the cases on the Supreme Court current calendar involve the aspects of employees and employer relationships."

Of bargaining on the national level, King said that women face problems in being "considered critical labor factors," as there is no national strategy for achieving equal pay for equal work. He added that the State Employees Union calls for equal pay for equal work, "in all aspects of comparisons."

Malloy questioned this, saying, "I don't know how you can measure fairly comparable work. There aren't any standards. Ultimately, people sell themselves." After the session, he expanded on this by saying, "There is no equitable way to measure work. A cop in Milwaukee on 47th and Oklahoma will find also doing a fantastic job on 6th and Vilet will have his life in danger. Now is that equitable? Don't they both serve the same? How do we compare?"

However, King pointed out that some type of equity has to be established, as minority groups "have been getting screwed all along."

Program will attack junk food:

UWSP professor to form nutrition program

By Lee Pieri

UWSP Professor Grace Hendel has received a grant of $28,500 for an educational program to improve nutrition management in public school food services, and to encourage better eating habits among young people.

Hendel, a professor of food and nutrition in the School of Home Economics, will head the pilot project which is funded by the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. Hendel said the program is designed to train supervisors and managers of school food services to promote better nutrition practices among children. She said the program might be called an "attack on junk food."

The program will operate through state educational facilities. Hendel said that others along with herself have been working with the state to develop a nutrition educational program for about the last six years.

Supervisors and managers of public food services can now enroll in programs next summer at Stevens Point, Menomonie, Madison, Appleton and Oak Creek. The instructors of the program courses will be from several UW-System schools, and from the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction.

According to Hendel the program will offer various courses in food management. The courses will involve nutrition requirements, management personnel and cost control, financial menu planning and food menu planning. "We want to get them involved with teaching and working with teachers and students," said Hendel.

Hendel said that the state educational network is being used as a source of making some of the program courses easily available to food managers and supervisors across the state.

The courses will run from one to five days in length. Hendel will be assisted by UWSP Home Economists Norma Brook and Diane Libby in developing the courses.

Hendel hopes the program will teach people in schools more about proper eating habits. "It's a way to attract people's attention to proper nutrition," she said.

The food nutritionist said that many things in school menus right now need to be reevaluated in terms of their nutritional quality. She said foods with a gelatin base, with no fruit, are appearing on school menus and have no nutritional values.

Hendel feels that kids need to be educated in order to choose wisely what they will eat. "You have to get the kids to participate in the food programs, making it more attractive to them," she said. "The people planning menus should have input from students."

A good way to educate students about nutrition, according to Hendel, is to allow them to make choices in foods. "We're trying to give them a choice of similar foods. Give them a choice of carrots versus spinach, let them try dips and things," she said. "We need to let them make choices."

"We're trying to get them away from the junk foods, things which are in vending machines," said Hendel. But Hendel admitted that some kids will never learn proper eating habits.

Hendel said the managers and supervisors in the state school food services are doing a fantastic job. She said the Nutrition Education Training Act of 1977, to train school managers, has helped work nutrition into the school curriculum, to teach teachers, workers, food service managers and students about nutrition.

SGA pushes occupancy limit

By Jeane Pehoski

A letter expressing the Student Government Association's position on the problems of the square will soon be sent to the local mayor, aldermen, the city's political organizations and other groups. The announcement was made at Sunday's SGA meeting.

Lori Holman, SGA Communications Director, said that safety in the taverns is the primary concern of SGA, and that it endorses the concept of an occupancy limit in the bars. The SGA also supports the present city ordinances which are most violated at the square -- the open intoxicant and disorderly conduct ordinances. The state statute pertaining to "standing in the roadway" is also supported by SGA. SGA urges the downtown tavern patrons to act responsibly.

To promote awareness of the issue of the square, Holman is also sending advertisements to campus and local media.

In other SGA business, the Senate approved a motion to maintain the present City Bus Contract policy up to $3500. Under the present policy, the student pays a dime with a valid ID and the Senate Reserve pays the remaining 85 cents.

After a lengthy discussion, the Senate approved SPBAC's recommendation to fund the Student Advisory Council from the Senate Reserve. The money will aid the UWSP Wind Ensemble in travel, lodging and food costs for the National Music Education Conference in Florida next April. A recommendation from the Music Ensemble told the Senate that performing at the conference "would be a great asset to the university and will enhance the university's image in the state."
Stevens Point is without winter street salt

By Tom Woodside

Because of a salt shortage, the City of Stevens Point may not be able to treat all city streets this winter, which may cause many safety hazards for motorists, according to Stevens Point Mayor Michael Haberman.

Mayor Haberman has signed a reduced order due to the salt problem, for only 700 tons of salt, stating, "I hope I can get that much." Haberman said that last year Stevens Point used 1000 tons of salt to treat streets during one of the worst winters in the city's history. Because of the 300 ton difference, Haberman said that some streets simply won't get salted.

Haberman attributed the shortage of domestic salt to two problems. He said a major salt mine exploded, causing a shutdown for several weeks, and another mine had to shut down for 17 weeks due to labor problems.

Because of the problems, Haberman said that two of the major salt suppliers, Morton Salt Company and Domtar Salt Company, didn’t get the shipments of salt they needed.

Haberman said city officials tried to get a shipload of salt from South America. The salt was to have been divided between counties throughout the state to Haberman. Haberman said that, as of right now, Stevens Point has no salt.

Although Stevens Point has no salt, Portage County does. Portage County Superintendent Mike Bus said that state and county governments get salt before municipalities.

"After three months of waiting, I was able to negotiate 600 tons from Morton, which is 50 percent of our proposed needs," said Bus.

Bus said that the delivering price of $29 a ton is cheap, considering that the county budgeted for $35 to $40 a ton. Because Portage County needs 1300 tons to meet its desired allotment, Bus said the county must find another 600 tons — somewhere.

"Because of the salt problem in Stevens Point, I will do everything I can to secure salt for the city," said Bus.

There are some suggestions to use alternatives for salt treatment of streets. But Haberman said that there are no other effective means besides plowing. The Mayor said that a study was done in Madison, in which the city didn't salt certain streets.

"Apparently the employee payroll doubled because of increased man-hours," he said. "Accidents more than doubled although no serious injuries occurred." The Mayor said that people in Madison knew about the salt shortage and, as a result, drove slower and more cautiously.

Ray Flagg, Stevens Point street superintendent, also talked about an alternative to salt. He said that sand alone is ineffective, and that a mixture of five percent sand and salt works best. With salt, streets aren't plowed until snowfall reaches four inches. Without salt to treat roads, Flagg said streets must be plowed every two inches of snowfall to insulate salt for roads to drive on.

Dwindling salt pile at Bukolt Park is the city's only supply.

Attention Students:
The Pointer is now accepting student poetry submissions to appear in a student poetry section in the December 6th issue of The Pointer.

All poetry must be typed, including poem title, submitter's name and local phone number.

Poems will be edited by the Pointer staff in conjunction with the University writers.

Submissions will not be guaranteed publication.

Submissions should be mailed to:
Susie Jacobson
Pointer Office
113 Communication Art Center
Deadline: Nov. 29
Wisconsin's no-fault divorce

By Greg Polacheck

In February 1978, Wisconsin became a no-fault divorce state by enacting legislation that determines a marriage to be "irretrievably broken." The Wisconsin Divorce Reform Act of 1977, in following the language of the 1970 Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, substitutes "irretrievable broken down" as the only reason to dissolve a marriage and dispenses with the former procedure of proving fault with a partner on one or more of the former nine grounds.

The new law doesn't necessarily make it easier to obtain a divorce but rather, according to Mary Patoka, director of the Women's Commission, it's easier on the well-being of the individuals involved.

Before the Reform Act went into effect, the state required proof that an individual spouse was "grievously wronged by a guilty spouse." Wisconsin Commission on the Status of Women. Often divorce proceedings involved partners emotionally and financially blackmailing each other over grounds. The assumption underneath the factor accounting for the breakup of a marriage was that of one of the partners and more time was spent assigning and determining fault than dealing with child custody and support payment issues.

The Reform Act has provided for showing that a marriage is "irretrievable." Before a couple is divorced, courtship efforts must be made and after a divorce summons is filed with the Clerk of Courts, there is a 120-day waiting period which allows couples time to work out differences or to negotiate personal and financial issues.

When asked if the no-fault label is inaccurate, Patoka replied, "I don't think that it's inaccurate. I think there are a lot of myths surrounding it." She explained that the whole aura implies a quick, easy, accessible divorce and it may seem that way because you're not spending as much time battling over who's going to get what.

Patoka added, "The fact that a couple has to see a counselor shows that the court wants to keep a marriage intact," and the procedure is, "not quick, as it may seem. A couple still has to wait..."

Portage County Family Court Commissioner John Finn echoed this when asked if the new law was more efficient in terms of the time it takes to obtain a divorce. "The time is the same but the court doesn't have to take as much time going into grounds." He added, though, that the amount of work has increased because in support payment and child custody procedures involve more in-depth financial planning.

A divorce usually starts legally when one partner files a summons and a petition with the Clerk of Courts and serves the summons on the other. However, the no-fault law provides three ways for people to show that their marriage is "irretrievable" broken.

The first two methods involve litigation and takes place when only one spouse declares the marriage broken and the couple has not lived apart. In this instance, the court has more leeway in granting divorce as it must first decide whether the marriage is irretrievable.

The effect of the law on the divorce rate in Portage County shows an increase of divorces granted. They rose from a figure of 123 in 1977 to 173 in 1978. When asked if the law was a factor accounting for the increase, Finn said, "It has increased, but the procedure of a divorce is almost identical to the old law." He went on to say that, "What has happened is that once a partner has no longer has to find blame, the worst part is not made public." Before the Reform Act, it hurt both partners because the aggrieved partner had to admit to the public the details of what went wrong in the marriage, he said.

The Reform Act also involves changes in child custody and support payment procedures. Patoka said the law is more equal, as, "The court now looks at who is better able to support the children." Finn stated, "It spells out what the court should consider and not consider" in determining amounts and duration of payments. Child custody and visitation rights are more flexible and couples may even be granted joint custody of minor children, sharing more equally the responsibilities of child rearing.

Also dealt with in the changes are property rights. The law excludes from property division, property inherited by either spouse and marital misconduct is no longer considered a factor in division. As well, couples may divide their property themselves and if disagreements arise, the court can justly a settlement from a number of factors which include the economic contribution to the marriage or settlement, age, emotional and physical health of the parties, tax benefits, pension benefits, earning capacity of each party, or length of absence from the job market. However, more changes are needed in the property area according to Patoka and she pointed out that pending legislation in Madison calls for more equal division of assets with a fifty-fifty split for all types of distribution.

Presently, property which is owned in title by one of the partners tends to remain with that partner even if that partner is more financially capable of doing without it. Examples pointed out in a publication by the Wisconsin Commission on the Status of Women, Real Women, Real Situations, documents a number of situations where women have contributed to their husbands' success only to be left out in terms of property division because titles were in the husband's name.

When asked if the Divorce Reform Act tends to be in favor of the role of the homemaker, Patoka concluded, "I don't think the homemaker's role will be equitable under the law until the marital property reform bill is made law."

The property bill is to be introduced in the Senate and Assembly next week by Sen. James Flynn and Rep. Mary Lou Muns.

The policy is to be introduced in the Senate and Assembly next week by Sen. James Flynn and Rep. Mary Lou Muns.

Dr. D. M. Moore Optometrist
1052 Main St. Stevens Point, WI
341-9455

University Store
University Center 346-9431

Open House Punch
Serves 32...tastes like a super cocktail!

Mix in advance, add 7UP and ice at party time—serve from the bucket. Looks and tastes great.

Smoother, most delicious drink for any crowd! Mix in advance, add 7UP and ice at party time—serve from the bucket. Looks and tastes great.

Recipe:
One 6 oz Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
One 6 oz can frozen orange juice
One 6 oz can frozen lemonade

Add ingredients. Mix in bucket adding 7UP last. Add ice and refrigerate until serving. Serve with 7UP and orange slice.
The City of Stevens Point has received a check for $163,286 for municipal services provided to UWSP during 1978. State laws specify that cities in which state agencies are located are to be reimbursed for services like fire and police protection, plus solid waste disposal.

A total of $5.1 million went to communities in which UW System campuses are located. Madison received the largest amount — $1.9 million.

A display of memorabilia, which calls attention to the early history of UWSP, has been placed in the lobby of the County-City Building.

The exhibition committee of the Portage County Historical Society, headed by Laura Davis, has arranged the showing of old photographs and documents, plus a silver spoon with an engraved likeness of Old Main in the shell, with an early pin featuring the building’s likeness.

Food production takes quite a bit of water to help make the eating process a success.

The University of California reported that in California it takes 4,533 gallons of water to produce three square meals a day.

A lunch consisting of a hamburger, bun, French fries and a cola equals about 1,437 gallons of water.

Dinner is the “big drinker” according to the University of California study. To produce a steak, potato, second vegetable, salad, watermelon and milk takes a wallop ing 2,897 gallons of water.

Meat products are the largest consumers of water. The “quarter pounder,” and eight ounces of steak combine for 3,910 of the 4,533 gallons needed to produce the three meals.

Some of the water for food production comes from snow and rain falling on croplands, and the rest is pumped from underground or stored in dams before being used to irrigate crops and pastureland.

State Representative David Helbach (D-Stevens Point) was appointed to a special Energy Steering Committee of the Assembly Democratic Caucus to help develop a comprehensive energy program to be considered by the Legislature.

The committee will be working with the State Senate to consider various proposals before the Legislature, and to develop a list of priority legislation. Helbach said the energy areas will include bills calling for increased development of alternative energy systems and gasohol.

Helbach said the October session of the Legislature will deal with emergency fuel assistance, but that more long-range, permanent initiatives are needed.

University Writers is now accepting submissions of poetry, short fiction, and line art for the 1980 spring issue of Barney Street. Material can be sent with a self-addressed stamped envelope to the Writing Lab, Collins Classroom Center, UW-Stevens Point. Submissions do not guarantee publication.

UWSP Forensics will be hosting the Second Annual International Debate here, on Nov. 7, 1979.

The debate, between UWSP students Carol Lange and Karl Yeager, and British students Conor Gearty and Nicholas Russell, will be held in the University Center Communication Room at 7:30 p.m.

The topic for the debate will be conservation as the only solution to America’s energy problems.
Foresters discuss issues for the 80’s in Boston

By Beth Collins and Joan Stanfield

“One if by land, two if by sea,” and 25 if by bus – 25 hours by chartered bus is that, if you’re traveling to Boston from Stevens Point. That’s just what 45 UWSP students and faculty members did on Saturday, October 12, in order to participate in the 1979 Society of American Foresters (SAF) National Convention. October 14-17, 1979.

The convention theme, “Issues for the 1980’s” followed the format of a traditional town meeting. Approximately 1600 foresters gathered in Boston to discuss such topics as the expanding urban influence, the changing face of forestry, innovative energy opportunities and the future of folklore activities.

Convention activities ranged from social gatherings to technical sessions and were addressed by prominent legislators and educators. One major discussion revolved around the private woodlot owner and the role of the forestry industry, along with some of the obstacles he encounters.

Another area of concern dealt with the greater emphasis on urban forestry. With the transition from a rural to an urban society, forest managers must incorporate the concerns of pollution, tree damage, city economics, recreation and landowners’ attitudes into an urban forestry program.

Will forest engineering provide an innovative energy approach? The answer is yes, as long as a balance between the various uses can be established. Research has shown a concern for determining the potential of forest residues as an energy source. With effective forest management, energy goals can be accomplished.

The changing scope of forestry was another topic of discussion. This included upcoming floor trends, viewpoint of the woods worker and whether the forester should be a generalist or a specialist. It was stated that misunderstandings often result in a loss of credibility for the forester.

The fact that Stevens Point had the largest student representation, 42, impressed many of the convention goers. This triggered the most frequently asked question, “So you’re one of the 42. How did you like your 25-hour bus ride?” Besides being impressed with our strength in numbers, the professionals were pleased with the quality and professional bearing of the Point students. They favored the diversified forestry program of our college.

Overall, the students who attended the convention agreed that it was a very worthwhile experience in that they could interact with professionals on a personal level. Through these interactions they gained knowledge that is not obtainable from textbooks or from lectures. The lack of communications skills evident in many presentations prompted students to realize the importance of effective communication.

Another advantage of attending the convention was receiving first-hand information regarding internships and employment opportunities. Both the public and private sectors were emphasized. Several students made contacts for summer jobs.

“Town Meeting Forestry – Issues for the 1980’s” was an exciting and educational experience for all. Those who attended appreciated the financial support from SGA and the Chancellors Activity Fund. Thanks are also extended to Peg Waltry for heading the Boston Action Group which made convention arrangements.

Amidst games of cribbage, Master Mind, sheebald, and backgammon, and the munching of peanut butter sandwiches and gorp on the bus home, students expressed their desire to attend next year’s convention in Spokane. Forty-hours by bus to Spokane?

Kirkpatrick describes Alaskan sea otter research

By Bob Willging

The inside world of the wildlife researcher was brought to UWSP last Thursday night as wildlife researcher Dr. Charles Kirkpatrick spoke to students and faculty about his involvement in a sea otter research project, which took place on a remote Alaskan island in the mid 1950s.

Dr. Kirkpatrick, once a student of the famed Aldo Leopold, is highly noted for his research, including that of the emperor goose, and is presently professor of wildlife at Purdue University. He was invited to speak at Point by this school’s chapter of The Wildlife Society.

Dr. Kirkpatrick explained that little was known about the sea otter before the research took place. “The sea otter,” he brought to public attention in the 1930’s when biologist Edna M. Fisher published sea otter drawings showing otters using their mechanical skill of cracking open shellfish with a rock, said Kirkpatrick. Dr. Kirkpatrick himself, who was intrigued with sea otters since child hood, had believed the otters to be rare and endangered. Otter populations in Alaska were thought to be declining and the purpose of the research, the first American sea otter project, was to investigate why.

Dr. Kirkpatrick, along with six other men, began his research on February 10, 1954 on the small Aleutian island of Amchitka. The island, once a troop staging area during World War II, was uninhabited at the time – barren, isolated, and subject to the changeable weather of the Bering Sea. The shoreline through, proved to be good sea otter territory.

“We worked with three groups of otters,” said Dr. Kirkpatrick, “dead or dying otters, captive otters and healthy ones from the sea. Working with the otters was done on a trial and error basis since so little was known of their habits. The team was unsure of what requirements the captive otters had. For example, Dr. Kirkpatrick realized that the cute begging behavior of one otter might actually be due to starvation. The team fed the otters everything from fresh trout to emperor goose meat in an attempt to find a replacement for shellfish. The two months of research provided a good deal of information on sea otters and the diversified forestry program of our college.

Dr. Kirkpatrick’s talk was interesting and not only told listeners about an important research project but, along with a slide presentation, gave the audience a glimpse of what wildlife research was all about 25 years ago.

Energy contest results noted

Janyce Pritchard, administrative assistant at Student Life, has reported results for September’s energy contest.

There were four residence halls with a 10 percent or greater decrease in overall utility usage last month. They are: Burroughs, down 13.4 percent; Knutzen, down 15.6 percent; Pray-Sims, down 14.1 percent; Steiner, down 24.1 percent.

Other hall standings were as follows: Baldwin, down 6.9 percent; Hansen, up 0.6 percent; Hyer, up 57.3 percent; Neele, down 9.4 percent; Nelson, up 13.4 percent; Roach, up 5.2 percent; Smith, up 1.0 percent; South, up 8.7 percent; Thompson, up 8.3 percent; Watson, up 22.2 percent.

Each dorm will win $50 for recreational equipment.

State soil scientist to speak at banquet

John Brubacher, Soil Conservation Service state soil scientist, will be the featured speaker at the 1979 annual Soil Conservation Society of America (SCSA) student banquet on Friday, November 9.

Brubacher will tell of his soil survey experiences in Nebraska and Colorado. The banquet will be held at the Sky Club in Plover, with a social hour at 6 p.m. and the dinner at 7 p.m. Tickets are available at the SCSA office ($19.00) and can be purchased on or before November 9.
A kiss is a kiss is a kiss?

Bucky Bredeke

Sexual harassment--

A new issue for women. Plato, that man of intellect, treated Woman in the Republic as property, and, in the Timaeus, says that, Man, if he can't do his one life, shall be degraded into the form of Woman; and the Woman, if she can't do her one life, shall be degraded into the form of Man. It is evident women are more degraded than men more than harassment over the centuries.

An informative talk was given by Mary Patoka Monday night in the UC to address the harassment on the job. Sponsored by the Women's Sexual Harassment Awareness Task Force (WSSA), Patoka spoke on the many falsehoods and myths associated with sexual harassment and the various reasons for it, solutions, and steps to take to avoid harassment situations.

For the purpose of clarity, sexual harassment can be defined as leering, jeering, pinching, patting, attempted rape and/or similar intimidating behavior.

In a Redbook Magazine survey, 88 percent of 9,000 interviewees said they had been sexually harassed on the job. Over two-thirds of the sexually harassed believe harassment goes unreported. Women are reluctant to report harassing behavior because of fear and bitterness.

One of the myths surrounding sexual harassment include the idea that, woman asks for it, woman invites it. Women "ask for it" by wearing seductive underwear to avoid passes and sexually oriented degrading remarks. But to no avail.

"Women sleep their way to the top." This type of myth is found predominantly in the movie industry and has no basis of truth. The handful of women who do sleep their way to the top confess they have more problems, harassment and trouble.

"Only certain types of men harass." Another falsehood believed by women is that the only men who harass are sex maniacs, non-Caucasians, or men from the lower rungs on the monetary ladder. Sexual harassment is found in every walk of life, in every profession, from the well-respected doctor to the well-respected factory worker.

Sexual harassment is important to all women. Many women are touched by this experience. It is not only the victim who suffers, but the family as well.

Women no longer want to accept total responsibility in the household. Women are getting beyond Pampers, getting their children's socks white, or worrying about waxy buildup from furniture polish.

Sexual harassment is not a problem for men. Twentieth century women, however, have become a significant part of the work force (over half predicted by 1982). As a result, the roles of women are being redefined, not without antagonism. Patoka defines harassment in this form as not an expression of sexual frustration or desire, but a form of power play over someone in a subordinate position. Many times, Patoka explains, the boss or foreman is not aware he is harassing or making the woman feel uncomfortable by his actions or words.

A firm "no" does not always end harassment. Usually a woman will figure a man doesn't mean it, or is playing a game with him. The first step toward resolving the problem is to take the harassment seriously.

Patoka suggests, "Make the other person aware of your feelings in the matter, the 'I'm uncomfortable.' State your opinions honestly and firmly, Your actions are a big indication of what you say."
By Steve Schunk
Portage County is in the
midst of dealing with a solid
waste disposal situation that
involves a search for the least
costly and most
environmentally safe landfill
site. With Portage County
residents pushing for rapid
and effective site selection
and development, the County
Board of Supervisors is
receiving a good deal of
pressure.

Since the Mid-State landfillsite near Stratford closed in
early September, Stevens
Point area waste has been
hauled to the Holtz & Krause
landfill site near Wausau.
This solution is a temporary
and expensive one.

Another temporary place
to take the garbage may be a
new landfill proposed in
Marathon County near the
Town of Ringle. This site
could open on December 20 or
a few months later. The
scheduled closing of the Holtz
& Krause landfill would then
take place.

There are no assurances,
but it is theoretically possible
for Stevens Point to go to the
Ringle site or Tork landfill
near Wisconsin Rapids until
Portage County could
establish its own.

There are a number of
factors that cause the
uncertainty of Central
Wisconsin's solid waste
situation. One is the
questionable December 20
opening of the Ringle landfill.
Although both the DNR and
Marathon County are
optimistic that the open
will be on time, there are
problems with weight limits
for Town of Ringle roads.
Those limits make it
unfeasible to haul heavy
loads of garbage to the
landfill.

The fight Ringle is putting
up to avoid a landfill is
actually helping Stevens
Point's situation. Stevens
Point can continue sending
its garbage to Holtz & Krause
as long as a new landfill is not
available. This postpones the
necessity of transporting
Point's garbage to another
county.

The Marathon County Solid
Waste Board says it does not
want to take garbage from
another county and has
somewhat of an agreement
with Ringle on that point.
Thus, Marathon County is not
a viable release valve for
Portage County's problem.

A landfill near Wisconsin
Rapids that belongs to Tork
Trucking & Excavating, has
been seeking an extension
from the DNR. The landfill
was supposed to have closed
in early September, but is
submitting plans to mound
the garbage higher and stay
within the present
boundaries. This new plan, in
accordance with DNR
requests, would extend the
life of the Tork site to two
more years at present
garbage levels. If Stevens
Point garbage was added to
this, time until closing would
be cut drastically.

Development of a Portage
County landfill is at least
12 months away. It is not likely
that the county can continue
to go to Holtz & Krause with
its waste until its own landfill
is available.

If both Marathon County
and Tork decide not to take
Stevens Point's garbage, an
old idea of trucking the waste
Green Bay or Madison
could be revitalized—a very
expensive way to deal with the
problem.

There are possibilities for
Stevens Point and the Ringle site
delayed, would allow the Holtz & Krause
This would give

The Mid State landfill closed early last month. Since then, Stevens Point area waste has been hauled to the Holtz and Krause site near Wausau.

The fight Ringle is putting up to avoid a landfill is actually helping Stevens Point’s situation. Stevens Point can continue sending its garbage to Holtz & Krause as long as a new landfill is not available. This postpones the necessity of transporting Point’s garbage to another county.

The Marathon County Solid Waste Board says it does not want to take garbage from another county and has somewhat of an agreement with Ringle on that point. Thus, Marathon County is not a viable release valve for Portage County’s problem.

A landfill near Wisconsin Rapids that belongs to Tork Trucking & Excavating, has been seeking an extension from the DNR. The landfill was supposed to have closed in early September, but is submit
tting plans to mound the garbage higher and stay within the present boundaries. This new plan, in accordance with DNR requests, would extend the life of the Tork site to two more years at present garbage levels. If Stevens Point garbage was added to this, time until closing would be cut drastically.

Development of a Portage County landfill is at least 12 months away. It is not likely that the county can continue to go to Holtz & Krause with its waste until its own landfill is available.

If both Marathon County and Tork decide not to take Stevens Point’s garbage, an old idea of trucking the waste to Green Bay or Madison could be revitalized—a very expensive way to deal with the problem.

There are possibilities for Stevens Point and the Ringle site delayed, would allow the Holtz & Krause This would give...
Portage County is in the position where a speedy yet accurate decision needs to be made to put behind the pressures of the past, solve the problems of the present, and open the door for the future. Not an unfamiliar position, but one where haste will make less waste.

The U.S. discards 150 million tons of municipal garbage daily, much of which ends up in landfills like this.

The state is divided into three regions. Region I is comprised of central counties of the Fox River Valley— the Appleton and Oshkosh area. Region II is upper Wisconsin, which is the Wausau-Stevens Point area. Region III is the southeast part of the state which includes Milwaukee.

Currently, the SWRA is involved in planning and building a recycling plant in Region I that could reduce refuse that goes to the landfills by 60 percent.

Warren Porter, acting executive director of the SWRA, stated in the Stevens Point Daily Journal that recycling in this area is at least four years in the future. Even with such a plant, the county would need a landfill.

Because a landfill must be purchased by the Authority if a municipality insists, after the Authority is in operation in an area, Porter said the town of Eau Pleine site may be better because of its closeness to the power plant that may burn the RDF.

Transportation expense for the western site could be twice as much as that of the eastern area.

What would be the life expectancy of each of these areas? Because of ground water depth and a number of other factors, the eastern site may have a longer life span. It could go 20 feet deep and 20 feet above ground, whereas the western site may go only 15 feet deep and 15 feet above ground level.

Owen Ayres is looking at two general areas. One site west of Valdez Wisconsin River seems to be best able to handle leachants, whereas a site east of the river would definitely need to be modified. Leachant refers to liquids that present in the decomposing of refuse. This liquid needs filtering and absorption by soil, a process referred to as soil attenuation.

The site east of the Wisconsin River is near County Trunk HH east of Highway 51. The area has soil characteristics of a glacial outwash: a top layer of somewhat fine soil with underlying materials of coarse sand and gravel. In such an area, liquids from decomposed garbage would percolate into the groundwater very easily through the coarse material. To insure against this, the state code requires six feet of clay or a sufficient synthetic liner on the bottom and sides of landfills. In addition, the code requires daily or periodic covering of the waste material while the landfill is in operation.

At the eastern site, local materials are not good enough to build an earthen liner or perform the covering duties. This would necessitate large amounts of material to be hauled in, at a great cost.

Synthetic liners such as asphalt, concrete and various vinyl materials may crack or deteriorate under certain conditions.

Economics carries the biggest stick in most decisions, and landfills are no exception. Many expenses have to be carefully considered, such as initial investigation of site possibilities, acquisition of site engineering costs, and cost for transportation of wastes. Another expense that must not be overlooked is that of reclamation of the land. When the landfill is eventually closed, maintenance and monitoring of its environmental impact must be continued. Housing and industrial development must be undertaken with great care. Such sites are capable of shifts, and shrink while underlying waste decomposes. A highly populated area may experience methane gas build-up if it is not in some way able to escape through the topsoil. All of these costs must be considered and compared so that the least costly site can be acquired.

Portage County is involved in planning and building a recycling plant in Region I that could reduce refuse that goes to the landfills by 60 percent.

Warren Porter, acting executive director of the SWRA, stated in the Stevens Point Daily Journal that recycling in this area is at least four years in the future. Even with such a plant, the county would need a landfill.

Because a landfill must be purchased by the Authority if a municipality insists, after the Authority is in operation in an area, Porter said the town of Eau Pleine site may be better because of its closeness to the power plant that may burn the RDF.

Portage County is in the position where a speedy yet accurate decision needs to be made to put behind the pressures of the past, solve the present waste disposal situation, and leave the door open for the future. Not an unfamiliar position, but one where haste will make less waste.
THE UNIVERSITY CENTERS ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISOR

The Student Employment Supervisor is a part-time student position involving the overall administration of the University, Allen and DeBot Centers student employment program.

CANDIDATES SHOULD:

-Demonstrate leadership skills, an ability to communicate well with students and professional staff, and work effectively with minimum supervision.

-Preferably have some knowledge of center and policies.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:

-Must have 6 or more credits and have a cumulative G.P.A. of at least 2.0.

-Must schedule at least 18 hr./wk. office time.

-Required to work during summer and other break periods.

Applications are available at the Campus Information Center in the University Center. Return all applications to the Information Center by midnight, Nov. 6. For more information call the Campus Information Center at 346-4242.

What Would Your Choices Be For The Top 5 Albums Of The 70’s?

List your top five, get them to 90 FM before Dec. 7th and you will help pick WWSP’s Top 80 Albums of the last decade!

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________

Name ____________________________________________ Telephone No. __________________________

Starting at High Noon on Dec. 15th 90 FM will play cuts from albums 80 thru 2 in order. Then the No. 1 Album will be played in its entirety.

So get your choices to 90 FM by: U.S. Mail, Campus Mail, Air Mail, Special Delivery, Pony Express, Bonded Agent or just drop by 90 FM and leave it in our special ballot box. No matter how, get them to us, for you could be one of 3 lucky winners of 7, 5, or 3 albums in WWSP’s Last Give Away Of The 70’s! 

Wisconsin ’79

By Vicky Bredeek

“It looks like something out of Star Wars.”

“I wouldn’t want that hanging in my basement.”

“This painting makes me feel like I’m flying over Siberia, slightly inebriated.”

These were some of the controversial comments one could have heard Sunday afternoon, in the Edna Carlsten Art Gallery. Opening up the 8th Annual Wisconsin ’79, a convivial champagne reception was held to present awards, view the impressive exhibit, and generally mingle with the crowd. UWSP Chancellor Philip Marshall handed out the purchase and cash awards.

Wisconsin 79 is an annual art show held in the Edna Carlsten Gallery. Sponsored by the Art League of Stevens Point and the College of Fine Arts, the art show exhibits artists’ works in painting, drawing, photography, and graphics. Though limited as to the media in which the artists choose their works, the variety of styles and use of imagination in the works are astounding. The exhibit itself is a treat that will definitely tickle your artistic buds. It will also make you look and think twice.

Graham Beal, sole juror of the exhibit, also is the chief curator of the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Out of a total of 551 pieces, Beal chose 77 for the exhibit. When asked, what a juror looks for when judging and selecting art works, Beal explained, “Ultimately, the judge is looking for a kind of integrity; a sense that the artist has brought together the idea and the means to create a new whole. Then the work will have a certain ‘something’ that cannot be verbalized—it would not be a good piece if it could be fully explained.”

Fully explainable is not what this exhibit is. Wisconsin ‘79 will be on display at the Edna Carlsten Gallery, in the Fine Arts Building, until November 16.
By Kathy Kennedy

"Indians with short ears" - that's the English translation for La Court Oreilles. LCO has nation status, with a reservation located near Hayward. Seven of its members are currently attending UWSP to learn "basic telecommunications skills," according to adviser Tom Draper of the Communication Department.

One way these skills will be put to use is in the operation of a radio station. Broadcasting for the 1000-watt station is scheduled to begin in late 1980 or early 1981. When the station opens, it will be the largest Native American-run facility of its kind in the country.

The program started last May, with orientation and workshops. These served to acquaint the group with production equipment. Later in the summer, they filmed a powwow at the reservation. Footage will be edited at a later date. Besides tribe use, the film may be offered to American-run facilities of its members are currently in the summer. They filmed a movie last week. Footage will be cut and put to use is in the operation of the station.

Chuck Belille shares a project. A recent project he participated at the TV station generally favored, in light of the emphasis on practical learning. The group meets as a whole with Draper each week to discuss problems and projects. A recent project was the filming of last week's AIRO powwow.

All seven LCO members are carrying regular credits loads this semester. Their schedules throughout the year include classes in TV and radio production, management, and programming. From Draper's point of view, the LCO students are doing as well as any others. Several are involved in activities outside the classroom, specifically SET and WWSP.

Motivation for becoming involved in the program varies from person to person. Ida Bunker interviewed for the chance to come here because the job she had wasn't challenging. So far she has enjoyed the work, to the extent that she may return to school next fall. Ida's roommate, Cindy Ford, looked into the program since it was an opportunity for on-the-job training. This prompted her to continue learning about them at Stevens Point, though his focus has shifted to radio as well.

Chuck Buttle shares a dorm room at Baldwin Hall with Lonny. He thinks he "lucked into the program," since he submitted his name on the last possible day. Radio is Chuck's main emphasis. He currently does some on-the-air work at WWSP. Both Lonny and Chuck found it a little hard getting used to school life after being out for a few years. They've made the adjustment, however, and neither has had many regrets.

This feeling appears to be true among both sets of roommates. When asked, each one said he or she was glad for the opportunity. There was general agreement that, so far, things have gone as they expected. The faculty has been very helpful. Because of this, none of the LCO group has had difficulty in what one termed a "crash course." The "hands-on" work in classes like TV Production was generally favored, in light of the emphasis on practical learning.

The group meets as a whole with Draper each week to discuss problems and projects. A recent project was the filming of last week's AIRO powwow.
Papa John Kolstad

Nov. 1, Thurs., 9-11 p.m.
In RHC DeBot Pizza Parlor

Nov. 2, 3, Fri., Sat., 8-10:30 p.m.

U.C. Coffeehouse

Papa John does a large variety of acoustic music with a down-home flavor — Blues, Rags, Folk, Swing and Country — mixed with anecdotes about his songs, his travels, and his experiences.

Come Enjoy!
Pointers comeback stalls at Platteville

By Randy A. Pekala

The comeback Pointers took a blow in their trip home Wednesday, October 4, when they were beaten 21-20 by the home team after leading 14-7 at the half. The Pointers were down 19-14 at the half and had gained 378 yards in total offense to only 175 for the Pioneers. However, the visiting Pointers were outscored 19-6 in the last quarter to fall to 2-3-1 on the season.

The Pointers were also defeated 32-27 at the hands of the Minnesota State Moorhead Dragons Saturday. The Pointers were up 10-0 at halftime, but were outscored 22-7 in the second half.

The Pointers are now 6-4-1 overall and 1-2-1 in the-IIAC. However, the Pointers are 0-3 against IIA C opponents and 4-1 against non-IIA C foes.

**Pigskin Prophets**

By Rick Herrig & Kurt Denissen

Guest picker Ron Steiner at right

LA CROSSE (4-3) OVER SEAUGUENETTA (3-3) - Coach Steiner says Steiger will be up for this match. Prophets say the tough defense will win.

MINNEAPOLIS (4-5) OVER ST. LOUIS (2-7) - The Cards haven't been playing with a full deck too much so far this season. But they have the chips up on the field. The Vikes will be back after losing to the Bucs.

NEWMARKET (6-3) OVER NEW ENGLAND (5-3) - The Maroons are good on the offensive and the Bishops are good on the defensive.

DENVER (2-6) OVER NEW ORLEANS (3-4) - "Mile High" is the most crucial factor in this conference match-up," says Steiner. The Prophets agree. Broncos by 10.

GREEN BAY (3-6) OVER SIOUX FALLS (5-1) - "The Sioux will try to win this one at home and the Packers are really good -- says Steiner again. Packers by 7.

PITTSBURGH (7-2) OVER WASHINGTON (6-3) - "The Steel Curtain will be a good defense for the kicking game --" says Coach Steiner. The Prophets agree it is a must game for the capital boys. Steelers by 6.

CHICAGO (5-3) OVER DETROIT (4-4) - "I like the NPF Central Division contest was a tossup for the coach. The Prophets give a slight edge to the Bears because they can hand out more black and blue. Bears by 6." Coach Steiner agrees.

MIAMI (6-3) OVER HOUSTON (4-5) - "The Pioneers' match will be a toss-up for the coach. The Prophets give a slight edge to the Bears because they can hand out more black and blue. Bears by 6." Coach Steiner disagrees.

Women's CC unofficial group

The UWSP women's cross-country team made a strong showing in the NCAA regional meet this past weekend but was not counted in the team scoring as it is competing as a club, in this its first year as an organized sport.

Officially, La Crosse won the meet with 35 points, followed by Marquette (70), Milwaukee (78), River Falls (85), and Carroll (119). The Pioneers would have garnered 56 points to La Crosse's 31 had they been counted.

Dawn

Buntman unofficially captured the individual championship with a time of 17:57. The official winner was Gail Ruch of La Crosse with a time of 17:59. Beth Mayek was second for the Pointers, placing 7th overall in 18:50. The women's team placed 19th overall in 1:58:23. Beth Mayek was 2nd overall in 18:41, while Kelly Wester was 5th (18:46) and Kristen Bremser was 11th (19:17).

Buntman was extremely pleased with the ladies' effort, "...the girls went out as a group and all were in the top 10 at the mile mark. This was the best race of the year. She's a real hard worker and it is starting to pay off for her," said Buntman.

"Hopefully we can be sponsored by the athletic department but the women will be able to receive the recognition they deserve," Buntman said.

This weekend the women travel to East Lansing, Michigan to compete in the MAIAW regional meet in an attempt to qualify for the national meet.
Field hockey wins three of four contests

By Joe Vanden Plas

The UWSP women’s field hockey team has found the right time to catch fire. With the AIAW Regional Qualifying Tournament coming up, the Pointers are playing consistent and determined hockey.

This past week, UWSP ran its season record to 13-7 with three victories and one defeat. On Wednesday, Pointers edged UW-Green Bay 1-0. Thursday, the Pointers defeated Notre Dame 2-1, and on Saturday at La Crosse the Pointers split two games, losing to UW-La Crosse 2-1 and downing UW-River Falls in overtime, 2-1.

Against Green Bay, the Pointers waited until five minutes remained in the game, when Ann Tiffe scored the contest’s lone goal. Several shots were taken in a flurry of activity in front of the goal before Tiffe managed to score for UWSP. The Pointers outshot their opponents 25-8 as goalie Lori McArthur was called upon to make only three saves.

Coach Nancy Page was proud of the pressure her attackers put on the Green Bay defense. “The forwards put on a masterful passing display. Green Bay’s defense was especially good in the first half, but we were able to penetrate it in the second half by passing a lot. We really controlled the ball and moved it downfield quickly,” said Page.

Green Bay’s defense was especially good in the first half but we were able to penetrate it in the second half by passing a lot. We really controlled the ball and moved it downfield quickly."

Barb Bernhardt for her performance against the Phoenix, stating, “Barb gets better in each game she plays. She came up with some good timely tackles and started offensive movement of the ball down the field several times.”

In another game at Colman Field, the Pointers defeated powerful Notre Dame 2-1 on Thursday. Notre Dame was taking a northern tour and took a swing through Wisconsin which enabled Point to show them how the game is played.

Barb Bernhardt opened up the scoring for Point as she slammed in a penalty corner shot at 10:34 into the game. UWSP made it 2-0 when Bernhardt assisted a Mary Schultz goal with 11:42 remaining in the first half. The Pointers held off the Irish in the second half to preserve the win.

UWSP again dominated the Pointers in a similar fashion. Despite the grueling loss, the Pointers will be competing in the AIAW Regional Qualifying Tournament at River Falls. UWSP, UW-Milwaukee and La Crosse will all be in the tournament and coach Page is confident about the Pointers’ chances. “We have beaten every team in the tourney, so we should be able to win it. Our strongest competition will be La Crosse and River Falls. This year we have the teamwork, the skill and the determination to win it.”

The winner of the tournament will advance to the Midwest Regional at Ohio Wesleyan University.

Women ruggers upended

By Nina Wagner

The Stevens Point WRFC lost to the Milwaukee WRFC 29-7 last Saturday at Quandt Field. Milwaukee held Point scoreless for the first half, scoring a try in the first five minutes of the half. The second try was scored by an innovative soccer move of kicking the ball downfield to the end zone and taking it in the try. The third and fourth tries were scored in a similar fashion, with Milwaukee basically outrunning and outpassing Point.

In the second half, the Point women got it together and scored a try using a Maul, and kicked a successful conversion. The rest of the match proved to be scrum contests, as there were a lot of penalties. Milwaukee used the scrum twice to try push over the goal line, but penalties prevented its success at this maneuver. Upon trying the same move again, the ball was touched down by Point, resulting in a five-yard scrum. After a couple tries at the same tactic, Milwaukee got the ball out on the wing to score the final try of the match.

Despite the grueling loss, the Point WRFC is looking forward to matches against Madison and Minnesota which will take place at Madison this weekend.
Twenty-two turkeys bit the dust as the Intramural Department ran its annual Turkey Trot Race. This year the event drew 83 men from 21 wings and 19 women from four wings. This is the best turnout ever for the 1.1 mile course.

Leading the men’s division was Tom Fitzgerald of 3rd East Pray with a time of 5:16. The team championship went to UW-La Crosse with a team time of 16:39. They were paced by George Gier, 5:28; John Woest, 5:46; and Shane Brooks, 5:53.

In the women’s division, Cindy Leoint of 4th West Hansen led the field with a time of 7:26. The team champ was 4th West Hyster, with a time of 23:12. The top three women were authored in by Mary Sangrey, 7:29; Anne Bumgarner, 7:56; and Laurie Bernier, 7:53.

In co-ed football, South Hall went undefeated through the five-game schedule to take first place honors. Second place went to The Sue’s, a team with members from Pray and Roach halls.

Watson’s co-ed volleyball team captured the overall title. It went undefeated through a five-game schedule, then defeated 3rd South Floor Hall in the semi-final and Pinkerton in the final game. Pinkerton had defeated ACS-SA in the semi-finals to set the title game.

Pass, Punt and Kick finally concluded last Thursday as 1st East Pray took the overall title with a total of 1271 feet for a three-man team. The women champs were the Hansen Cowgirls with a total of 633. Individual winners were Ron Jaeger with 466 feet and Al Drake, whose 470 total paced the off-campus participants. The women’s individual leader was Marvel Frey with 240 feet.

Three-man basketball entries are due Wednesday, November 7. Games this year will be played either on Monday or Wednesday. Entry forms can be picked up at the Intramural office. Play will begin November 12.

Table tennis entries for men and women are due November 2 at the Intramural office. Teams must consist of one double and two single players. This event is for Intramural Leagues. Play will begin November 6 at 6 p.m.

There are still openings for the men’s racquetball tournament for the weekend of November 9, 10 and 11. Entry fee is $2.50 per team. Intramural wrestling is being held this year. Entries are due November 20, which is also the weigh-in day. It will be a take-down tournament with three one-minute periods. The weight classes are as follows: 118, 126, 134, 142, 150, 158, 167, 177, 190 and heavyweight. More information can be obtained by calling the director of Intramurals at 346-3397.

Because of the increase in bent and broken basketball rims during open recreation time, the Intramural Department has implemented the following policy: Any person caught attempting to dunk or hang on the rim will be asked to leave the building. With this policy we hope to eliminate bent and broken rims. The Intramural Department would appreciate it if all persons would cooperate with this policy.

Harriers win, tie

The UWSP-cross country team came in age Saturday, with a victory over UW-Stout, and a tie with UW-Eau Claire in a triple meet held at the Stevens Point Country Club course.

The Pointers beat UW-Stout 15-42, sweeping the first five places. They tied UW-Eau Claire 28-28, finishing second, fourth, fifth, sixth and 11th. In a triple dual, all runners ran the same race, but are actually running in two dual meets at the same time. For example, UWSP’s Greg Schrab was second against UW-Eau Claire, but first against UW-Stout.

The tie against Eau Claire is ironic, because in the last NAIA National Cross-Country rankings, UWSP and Eau Claire were rated in a tie for 10th place. This week’s meet makes the pollsters look good, but next week’s conference meet will decide who goes to the nationals.

Saturday’s times were tremendous, as both first place winner Jon Novak of Eau Claire and runner-up Greg Schrab of UWSP broke the course record, formerly held by the Hanson brothers, Jim and Lee, and Jeff of UW-La Crosse. Novak’s time was 24:34, while Schrab came in at 24:43. Schrab’s time also breaks Dan Buntman’s team record, set last year.

Other times for the Pointers were Dan Schoepke, fourth overall, in 25:25; Dennis Kotcon, fifth, 25:27; Pat McElldowy, sixth, 25:30; and Shane Brooks, 11th, 25:44.

Coach Rick Witt was pleased with his team’s performance, saying, “We ran very well. Not great, but good. I was very happy with Greg Schrab and Dennis Kotcon. They ran their best times of the year. Shane Brooks also ran very well.”

Commenting on the tie with Eau Claire, Witt said, “It was funny, being tied with them in the ratings, then running to a tie. Next week’s conference meet will decide though, who goes to the nationals and who stays home.”

That meet will be held Saturday, Nov. 3, at Oshkosh. UW-La Crosse is the favorite, with UWSP and UW-Eau Claire expected to battle it out for second and third.
Spikers drop close games to Indians

The UWSP women's volleyball team dropped a close match to UW-La Crosse Friday, losing games of 13-13, 13-12 and 15-4.

The Pointers played especially well in the first two games. In the first contest, the Pointers were up 7-0 and 10-5, but could not hold on to finish off La Crosse.

The team has been working on a "middle hit" defense which seemed to pay off throughout the match. The spikers also had a more powerful offense with the setting of Mary Jo Wamser who was not able to play the last time the two teams met.

Coach Nancy Schoen mentioned that captain Sharon Backman had her best game of the season. "She played very intelligently at the net, was very effective in her hitting, and really worked hard to get every ball," said Schoen.

Schoen summed up the match, saying, "Even though we didn't win the match, we proved to La Crosse and ourselves that we are capable of beating them. I don't think they will take us too lightly at the conference meet next weekend."

Schoen feels her team will be ready both physically and mentally to give La Crosse an excellent challenge for the WWIAC championship.

The Pointers go into their next match at home against UW-Eau Claire and UW-Milwaukee on Wednesday, October 31, with a 26-8 record. The games will begin at 5:30 p.m. in Berg Gym.

The UWSP JV Volleyball team finished its season on Friday, losing to La Crosse 20-18, 15-9 and 15-11.

Ruggers win

The Stevens Point Rugby Football Club will host the University of Wisconsin Badgers RFC in the final game of the fall season this Saturday at 1:30 behind Quandt Fieldhouse.

Point's record in Union play stands at 5-2 coming off of a big win last weekend over the WisconsinRFC. Point beat Madison's city team 12-6. With the score tied 6-6 at the half, Point's defense shut out the opponent's in the second half. Ron Tanko scored the try for Stevens Point and the two-point conversion kick was made.
Information in the convenience of your own phone

Where can you get information on almost 200 topics at the turn of a dial? The answer is Dial Help. The Dial Help program is a system of tapes available for listening over your telephone, offering information and referrals for such topics as academic counseling, sex problems, legal issues and University Center services.

Thursday, November 1
PAPA JOHN KOLSTAD — The heartless performer will appear in the University Center Coffeehouse each night at 8 p.m. It'll break your heart if you miss him.

Saturday, November 3
MOSCOW POPS — A unique combination of the Soviet Union's most exciting traditions: Folk Opera, Balalaika Orchestra and Kiev Ballet. On its first tour of the U.S., this fine troupe will perform at 8 p.m. in the Senty Theater. Apparently they've been insured for defensive purposes.

Thursday, November 1
REPLUSION — Roman Polanski's macabre and erotic story of a girl torn between her craving for food and her regulator for just $1.50. Transportation to the theater will be available from the Arts and Lectures box office in the Fine Arts Building for just $1.50. Transportation to the theater will be available from the Arts and Lectures box office in the Fine Arts Building for just $1.50. Transportation to the theater will be available from the Arts and Lectures box office in the Fine Arts Building for just $1.50.

MARK KORNHAUSER — Between his insane sense of humor and unusual attempts at magic, Mark will leave your sides splitting (then go see Kolstad's heart!). UAB's Club 500 meets at 8 p.m. in the University Center Program Banquet Room. Free popcorn for just $2.

Sunday, November 1
SYMPHONY CONCERT BAND, conducted by Daniel Stewart in Michelsen Hall of the Fine Arts Building. Performance starts promptly at 3 p.m.

Tuesday, November 6
UWSP's ORATORIO CHORUS, BRASS CHOIR AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA will cram into St. Stan's Church (across from the LRC), playing and singing to heat the devil. 8 p.m. marks the start of this fine performance.

Thursday, November 1
COMING COMEDY — An American in Paris Imaginative musical comedy set in post-WWII Paris. This Academy Award winner stars Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron and features George Gershwin's immortal music. 7 & 9:15 p.m. in the UC Program Banquet Room admission is $1. sponsored by University Film Society.

PBL! See these terrifying thrillers starting at 7 p.m. each night for a buck each, presented by University Film Society.

Tuesday and Wednesday, November 6 & 7
WEEKEND OF TERROR — Where else would the Bride of Frankenstein, The Invasion of the Body Snatchers (the original) and The Lodger haunt the UC Program Banquet Room? Right, nowhere but the UC Program Banquet Room. Admission only $1.50.

Sunday and Monday, November 1 & 2
THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL — Is it the third reich reincarnated? Find out at 6:30 or 9 p.m. either night in the University Center Program Banquet Room. Presented by UAB, admission only $1.25.
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT
Nov. 7 In The Coffeehouse
Competition Begins At 6:00 P.M.

$ $ CASH PRIZES $ $

TOURNAMENT HIGHLIGHTS WILL BE TELEVISED ON CABLE 3

Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________
Phone: __________________________
Willing To Use My Board In Tournament: ________________________
Will Enter My Board in Uniqueness Contest ________________________
(Contest—trophy awarded to most unique, hand-crafted board)

Return To: Student Experimental Television
Rm. 111 Communication Building
UW-Stevens Point
Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 346-3068

INCREDBLE EDIBLES
SPONSORED BY S.H.A.C.

Vegetable nut bread

Cooking doesn't have to be a time-consuming hassle. It also doesn't have to be expensive. This recipe, easy crumbs to make and nutritious, is especially welcome at the end of a tiring day.

Ingredients:
1 cup carrots, grated
1 cup small onion, finely chopped
\( \frac{1}{2} \) cup celery, diced
\( \frac{1}{2} \) cup sunflower seeds
\( \frac{1}{2} \) cup walnuts, coarsely chopped
1 egg, beaten

2 tbsps. butter, melted
1 tbslp. tomato juice
1 cup whole wheat bread crumbs
salt and pepper to taste

Combine all of the ingredients in a bowl. Lightly grease a loaf pan and press in the mixture. Bake for 45 minutes at 350 degrees in a preheated oven.

Variations:
1. Replace celery with \( \frac{1}{2} \) cup of chopped green pepper.
2. Add \( \frac{1}{2} \) cup of chopped mushrooms.

HIGH ON HEALTH
submitted by shac.

Sex or cigarettes?

Give up smoking or give up sex? Sound a bit drastic? Well if you smoke cigarettes and use oral contraceptives, you should at least consider the consequences.

The pill is an extremely effective and easy to use method of birth control, which explains it widespread popularity. However, among smokers, the risk to health may outweigh the advantages. Your chance of having a fatal heart attack increases from eight to 12 times, depending on your age, if you are a smoker who uses oral contraceptives. The cause of the increased risk of heart failure in women using the pill is not known, but obviously the safety factor between smokers and non-smokers is worth noting. Because of the increased risk involved with women who both smoke and use the pill, the Health Center will not prescribe oral contraceptives to women who smoke.

Of course, giving up sex is one possibility, but there are other less drastic alternatives. Quitting smoking is one, though this is easier said than done. The Counseling Center has trained staff members who may assist in this difficult task. For more information phone 346-3553.

The second choice is to choose a different method of birth control. The Health Center has available contraceptive counseling every Monday at 5 p.m. It is an informal session which usually lasts an hour. The clinic is run by a trained SHAC member, and emphasis is placed on creating a comfortable environment for those attending. Interested males and females are encouraged to come.

The pill is a popular form of birth control, but if you smoke you should realize that other methods are available that won't be quite so risky. If you have any questions please contact the Health Center, 346-4466 or feel free to attend one of the contraceptive clinics on Monday afternoon in the lower level of Nelson Hall.

On Thursday, November 15, SHAC will sponsor "The Great American Smokeout Day." This day will be set aside for helping smokers quit and teaching people why they should never start smoking. If they quit successfully for one day, perhaps they will not try again, for a long time.

If you care about your peers' smoking, have them sign a pledge card stating they will not smoke or try to for that day. Pledge cards are available now at the Health Center and can be turned in on smokeout day. The pledge cards will then be raffled for prizes and smokers will also be rewarded for their participation.

SHAC will also feature guest speakers throughout the day and a material booth in the University Center. Watch for our schedule of events next week!
Three-bedroom apartment. 1 1/2 baths, 1 vacancy open Nov. 5, call 341-6127 (M-F evenings). Excellent opportunity for students.

Wanted: 2 girls to sublet house 2nd semester. Located 4 blocks from campus on Benson. Contact Carol, Bean, or Mary after 7 p.m. at 341-9132.

Wanted: girl to sublet house for 2nd semester. Share lower half with 3 other girls. Only 5031 ft. from campus on Union St. For more information, call 341-3696.

Fun: Martin resurrects John, $135 per month, utilities included. Call Barbara or Cathy, 341-7932.

Wanted: Place to tie an Irish Setter during the weekdays only. Call Jim or Paul, 341-2158 or Karen 346-3201. Please!

P.A. system for rent. Peavey 16 ch. mixing board, Peavy CS-800 amp., Yamaha 415 ft speakers, Roland DC-10 Echo unit. Call Don 343-0734.

Services Offered: Heartland stringed instrument REPAIR. Used and HANDMADE instruments. Call Gary Barring 715-889-3463 or come out for a visit. Nelsonville, next to Post Office. East of Point, 15 miles.

Wanted: baby weekdays in my home. $1 per hour for each. Evergreen Villa 343-0571.

Young, aspiring musician is looking for someone who can teach him to play mandolin. Is very interested in the instrument and quite willing to learn. Call Andrew at 343-0563.

**COUPON**

**MR. MARKS RAPIDS MALL**

**WITH THIS COUPON GET ’3 OFF ON ANY PAIR OF PANTS IN STOCK**

REG. $9.99 - $28.00

Good Nov. 6, 7, 8 Only

**LACK OF CHANCE**

WE WILL HONOR RESIDENCE HALL COUPONS THRU THIS WEEK/EXPIRING ON NOV. 2

**SHIPPY SHOES DOWNTOWN**

**ALDO’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT**

CARRYOUT AND DELIVERY SERVICE 341-9494

FEATURING:

Lassagna
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Mostaccioli
And Our Delicious Pizzas

Campus Delivery Charge 50¢
presents
Comedian/Magician
Funny Guy

MARK KORNHAUSER

SATURDAY, NOV. 3rd

8:00 P.M. U.C.-P.B.R.

Opening The Show With The Contemporary Jazz:
The Geary Larrick Quartet

Ticket Special! Buy 1 — Get 1 Free!
Buy 1 ticket at regular price of $2.00
and receive one free ticket.

Tickets On Sale At U.C. Information Desk

Brought To You By:

FROM THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT
U.A.B.
PERFORMING ARTS

And

FROM THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT
U.A.B.
UW-SP
CONCERTS

Mark Kornhauser as The Amazing Mighty "Little Mac" performing his famous one finger balancing act.